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SAVE ! This will be our last present to you 
this year, and we’re excited to give 
you the final GLOSSYBOX of 2019! 

We want to thank each of you 
GLOSSIES for an amazing year. From 
watching you share on social media, 
to seeing you tell your friends about 
us, and hearing your opinions and 

desires for the future in our surveys. 
We thank you for letting us bring 
something extra to your door each 
month, and for letting us grow this 
community to look ahead in 2020.

Heads up, GLOSSIES! By telling us what 
you love about a product, taking our 

surveys, or sharing the love with friends, 
you can earn GLOSSYCredit! That’s 

right, you can save serious cash on your 
holiday shopping spree on lookfantastic.

com! Check out your account on 
GLOSSYBOX.com for more details. 

The GLOSSY Report
Need a break during the crazy holiday 

season? Sit back and browse the GLOSSY 
Report to see product and brand reveals, 

tutorials, founder talks, and more!

Post a video or picture of your 
December box on Instagram using

We’ll be reposting our favorites 
throughout the month and can’t wait to 

see your unboxing moment!

FOLLOW US

#aglossyholiday

@glossybox_us

Happy New Year,
The GLOSSYBOX Team



This triple-threat set will help you put your best face forward. Vegan 
friendly, highly pigmented, and a velvety feel, make luxury the new 
standard with this perfect kit to jumpstart your revamped beauty routine. 

Contouring can help you map your face to 
highlight your best features and minimize others. 
For those with a larger forehead, carry the darker 
shade into the hairline to minimize it.

@realhermakeup
ULTIMATE GLOW GETTER CHEEK TRIO (BLUSH, HIGHLIGHTER, CONTOUR)

FULL SIZE AS FEATURED / FULL SIZE VALUE: $32

REAL HER

Tip

Remember the Roaring 20s? Look ahead to the revival 
on New Year’s Eve with these luxurious lashes that are 
as unique, vivacious, and stunning as a glittering gown. 

While removing the lashes from the 
packaging, always peel them from the 
outer edge (where you may trim the length) 
instead of the inner corner (where your 
lash line starts) to minimize creasing!

@lasplashcosmetics
GREAT GATSBY EYELASHES
FULL SIZE AS FEATURED / FULL SIZE VALUE: $15

LA SPLASH

Tip
Lightweight and finely-milled, this translucent 
powder delivers a poreless, matte finish and 
extended wear-time to your makeup for those 
special occasions and more! Definitely keep this on 
hand for touch ups on-the-go if you plan to dance, 
laugh, and countdown the year away. 

Finishing powder and setting powder 
are different: setting is to extend 
your makeup, finishing is to blur 
imperfections and pores. Lightly dust 
on your face at the end of your routine 
with a powder brush. Less is more! 

@absnyproducts
HD FLAWLESS PRESSED FINISHING POWDER
FULL SIZE AS FEATURED  / FULL SIZE VALUE: $9

ABSOLUTE NY

Tip

This creamy lip tint has high pigmentation, glides 
on smoothly, and is cruelty-free for the fabulously 
environmentally conscious. With a smaller carbon 
footprint and long-lasting power, this cheery red tint 
is sure to bring that classic glam to life this year. 

Adding a bit of powder underneath the 
tint and gloss above can make for a 
glimmering red lippie that’ll last all night. 

@stevelaurantbeauty
LIP TINT CHERRY
FULL SIZE AS FEATURED  / FULL SIZE VALUE: $19

STEVE LAURANT

Tip

The Luxie Signature Rose Gold Collection includes 12 makeup 
brushes for face and eye application. Perfect for the professional 
and beginner alike, these soft, synthetic bristles encased in 
a rose gold ferrule atop a chic pink handle, make them a 
functional and aesthetically pleasing addition to your vanity.

Make sure to clean your brushes! Have a brush 
shampoo on hand or create a DIY formula of olive 
oil and dish soap. The key is rinsing and letting 
them dry out completely before the next use. 

@luxiebeauty
ROSE GOLD MAKEUP BRUSH (PRODUCT MAY VARY)

FULL SIZE AS FEATURED  / FULL SIZE VALUE: $10-12 EA.

LUXIE

Tip




